Editorial errors in “Putting the State on the Map”
Without giving me any opportunity to make final revisions, or even to see the page proofs, the journal printed this article—having introduced over thirty errors (virtually every French word is wrongly spelled).

p. 374, fn. spelling error “John Glenn III”
p. 374, fn. omitted names “Benedict Anderson, Malcolm McKinnon, James Scott, Yasemin Soysal”
p. 375 separate sentences “spatial form. This is a dimension”
p. 377 spelling error “mappaemundi are” (this is the plural form)
op. 378 omitted words “mimetic, for it claims” (as it stands, the sentence is meaningless)
p. 379 misplaced comma “Ptolemy, complete with maps, printed” (this changes the meaning)
“Lord High Admiral, who described”
op. 382 omitted words “private that central characteristic”
op. 383 spelling error “Académie”
op. 385 spelling error “Sieyes”
op. 385 garbled sentence “shape of power, and to constitute”
p. 385, fn. 11 spelling error “élections” (occurs twice)
p. 385, fn. 11 spelling error “Vézelay”
p. 385, fn. 11 source omitted “(Vauban 1696, p. 274).”
p. 387 spelling error “frontière”
p. 388 spelling error “Démarcation”
p. 388 “conception of space, however.”
p. 388 spelling error “contrées”
p. 389 spelling error “Comité” (occurs thrice)
p. 389 spelling error “Abbé” (occurs thrice)
p. 389 erroneous quote mark “Estate? –explained”
p. 389, fn. 14 spelling error “Saint-Étienne”
p. 390 misquotation “blanche”
p. 391 fn. 16 reference misplaced; it follows “the flag.”
“before the century before, the nineteenth”

p. 396 “Kitchin, London”
p. 396 garbled “boundaries, but they were” (the meaning has been changed)
p. 397, caption spelling error “Europe partitioned”
p. 398 spelling error “Bruté”
p. 398 spelling error “statelets”
p. 400, Bloch delete 1987 at the end of entry
p. 401, Delisle spelling errors “Dressée pour l’usage”
p. 401, Duffy delete colon after “Warfare”
p. 401, Fevre spelling error “Frontière”
p. 401, Fordham insert space “Globe Maker”
p. 401, Gombrich spelling error “Cartoonist’s”
p. 401, Harley spelling error “Deconstructing”
p. 402, Krogt spelling error “van der”
p. 402, Machiavelli spelling error “Nicolò”
p. 402, Machiavelli spelling error “[1970]”
p. 402, Mercator spelling error “Inseln”
p. 402, Mercator spelling error “Weltkarte”
p. 403, Mercator spelling error “Kühl”
p. 403, Mercator spelling error “Stratégies”
p. 403, Ozouf move “[map, 20 sheets]” to after 1583
p. 404, Saxton delete “, 1974” at end of entry
p. 404, Saxton spelling error “nationale”
p. 405, Weber insert date “1922 [1978].”